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Definition 
Under direction, performs field work, customer service and efficient installation, repair and reactivation of 
individual subscriber Cable TV & Broadband Services; and performs other related work as assigned.   

Distinguishing Features 
This is the first level in Americable Cable Technician Certification program that performs a variety of work in the 
installation and maintenance of cable subscriber services, and is distinguished from the higher-level Service 
Technician, System Technician and Chief Technician by performing less complex maintenance and 
troubleshooting. 

Example of Duties 
This list is an example of duties that may be performed and is not inclusive of all duties. 
1. Performs all duties associated with Installer position.
2. Troubleshoots and repairs subscriber television reception problems from television set to the RF Amplifier.
3. Troubleshoots and repairs subscriber broadband problems from the cable modem to the RF Amplifier.
4. Monitors the plant while driving from job to job for signal leakage; documents, repairs & informs technical
supervisor of problem areas as indicated by the “Sniffer” gear in the truck.
5. Performs underground and aerial construction of CATV systems.
6. Assists with plant testing and maintenance.
7. Performs additional duties as assigned.

Education & Experience 
Any combination equivalent to education and experience likely to provide the required knowledge and abilities. 
A typical way to obtain the knowledge and abilities would be: 

Education 
Graduation from high school supplemented by coursework in basic electronic and electrical theory, and 
completion of NCTI Installer and Installer Technician course or equivalent. 



Experience 
One year minimum in CATV preferred. 

Knowledge 
Thorough knowledge of electronics and electronic theory, wiring, safety and safe working practices and 
procedures; industry accepted CATV installation procedures and proper workmanship standards and building 
materials and structures; Working knowledge in the use of various tools and equipment; familiarity of OSHA, 
FCC and CLI regulations and specifications; cable product, programming choices, prices, city and map reading, 
radio procedures, and basic mathematics. Knowledge of first aid and CPR is desirable. 

Ability 
Ability to proficiently operate CATV installation tools, equipment, and a two-way radio; climb utility poles, carry 
ladders, and heavy equipment safely in all types of weather; safely drive, lift and carry equipment; interpret 
computerized data; apply established Americable policies and procedures; maintain accurate records; 
understand and carry out oral and written instructions and work independently; organize material, tools and 
equipment and to train and advise entry level technicians use initiative and judgment seeking guidance for 
situations where standard procedures may not apply; communicate effectively; and establish and maintain 
effective working relationships with the general public and co-workers; respond to system outages quickly and 
solve and repair technical problems with customers and technicians through effective communication. 

Other Requirements 
Must possess a valid State Side driver’s license and be able to successfully complete the USFJ Form 4 Driver's 
License class or posses a USFJ Form 4 Driver's License and have a satisfactory driving record as a condition 
of initial and continued employment. 

Lift and carry up to 75 pounds, dig, crawl, stoop and stand. 

MATERIAL AND EQUIPMENT DIRECTLY USED:(signal level meter, signal leakage detector, cable locator, 
VOM, other test equipment, and a wide variety of hand and power tools including screwdrivers, pliers, shovels, 
ladders & drills). .  

Please send resume to: jobs-apply@americable.com


